In celebration of the golden
jubilee of the UAE Constitution.
A historic conference building bridges of
understanding and social development
between nations.

sponsorship opportunities

2021 is the 50th anniversary of the federal unification of the
seven states of the United Arab Emirates. It is also the golden
jubilee of its Constitution. To mark the occasion, Oxford
Cyber Academy (OCA) in collaboration with New York
University AD, will present a historic International Conference.
OCC is a research arm of Oxford Cyber Academy (OCA), an
independent research and educational institution based in
Oxford run by an experienced group of professionals and
university lecturers from the worlds of higher education,
cyber security, artificial intelligence and law.
The Conference is to be held in November 2021 at NYU Abu
Dhabi. Uniquely placed to attract renowned speakers from
across the globe, the Conference will focus on the UAE
Constitution, reviewing the past, the present and the future of
the Constitution and its far-reaching influence over the social,
economic, and political life of the UAE.

UAE50: www.oxcomoc.com/uae50
Conference: www.oxcomoc.com/conference
OCA: www.oxfordcyberacademy.com

the UAE50 conference

The Conference has engaged a number of notable speakers
from government, academic and business backgrounds and
leading universities from all over the world have indicated
their interest in taking part.
Opening address will be given by His Excellency Zaki
Nusseibeh (tbc) and the Rev Jonathan Aitken who, as a
member of the British Government at the time was influential
in the early stages of the drafting of the Constitution.

The UAE50 Conference has already received great support
from the prominent interest groups such as BBG AD, UUBC,
and AmCham AD, collaborating in organising a webinar held
in early June to introduce the UAE50 Programme and The
Sands Of Time Projects.
The presentation was attended by many from both the UAE
and UK a number of whom will be speaking at the conference,
including Lord Udny-Lister of UUBC, Prof John Coughlin of
NYU Abu Dhabi and Prof Denis Galligan of Oxford University.
www.oxcomoc.com/webinar

the speakers
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The UAE50 Programme Conference will take place over two
days and embrace a comprehensive agenda.
Centred around three main sessions, the conference will look
closely at the past, present and future impact of the
Constitution.
The opening session will look at the making of the
Constitution from both the UAE and British aspects as well as
the history and social structure of the Gulf States. The
second session takes an analytical view, appraising the
present status affecting society, government and the law, and
reviews the nature, form and content of the Constitution.
Finally, the last session provides an overview of the
Constitution for the future from an international perspective,
addressing the issues to be confronted in the next fifty years.
With each session punctuated by open forums and a final
summary session to close, the Conference promises to be of
considerable interest to a large cross section of society
including government, academia, educational establishments
and businesses.

the agenda

The UAE50 Conference will be the first video-facilitated
conference to be broadcast using a new, innovative, next
generation multi-user platform. Allowing instant translation in
over 100 languages in video, text and audio, PixselChat is a
ground-breaking communication asset that will open the
doors to multilingual communications on a global scale.
Pixsellar, the owner of PixselChat has chosen the UAE50
Conference from OCC to showcase the world première of its
conferencing platform and we are very excited to offer this
facility to all attendees of the Conference in November.

No matter what language any part of the conference is
presented in, attendees will be able to elect which language
they wish to receive it in and translations will be in real time.
This is game-changing technology and you will have the
opportunity to have your brand associated not only with this
launch event but subsequent marketing and promotional
releases after the conference has concluded.

unique multi-language technology

PixselChat

www.oxfordcyberacademy.com/pixselchat

The UAE50 International Conference
sponsorship
packages are designed to give great brand exposure for your
business together with the additional benefits of post
conference publicity surrounding the global launch of the
video conferencing platform, PixselChat. A truly unique and
unrepeatable opportunity.
To have your name listed on final credits of all publications,
promotions and videos you may donate any amount from
£100 - £10,000.
For the three titled sponsorship packages you can benefit
from the following:
Silver:

Company logo on support material and
broadcast final credits.

Gold:

Company logo visible at launch events and
during the conference

Diamond:

Company logo displayed and/or listed as
partner publicity and promotional materials
and during the conference. Company name
acknowledged during the conference. Brand
presence on all post conference promotional
material and edited versions of the conference
broadcast promoting the event and the launch
of PixselChat Lounge. Company logo in the
final hardback Conferenec study publication.

the unique, unrepeatable opportunity

“A nation without a past is a nation without a present or a future”
Sheikh Zayed bin Sultan al Nayhan

Thank you for your generosity and support and for helping to

build bridges to the future, together.

